Bryce Dessner has performed widely as a member of the indie rock band The National, which he and his twin brother, Aaron, founded in 2001. The National won the 2018 Best Alternative Album Grammy for their recording *Sleep Well Beast.* He is also a member of Clogs, a quartet of instrumentalists who met in the late 1990s when they were all students at Yale, where Dessner was pursuing his master’s degree at the Yale School of Music.

He gained widespread acclaim for the score he co-wrote (with Ryuichi Sakamoto and Alva Noto) for Alejandro González Iñárritu’s film *The Revenant,* released in 2016. His most recent film projects are the scores for *The Kitchen,* released this August, and *The Two Popes,* which will be distributed in limited release in the United States later this month.

Apart from his own work in rock music, Dessner has contributed orchestrations for recordings by the likes of Paul Simon and Bon Iver. He has also collaborated with such classical figures as mezzo-soprano Kelley O’Connor and has received commissions from the Orchestre de Paris, London Philharmonic Orchestra, Carnegie Hall, and the Kronos Quartet. He will be one of the eight creative advisers to conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen when he assumes the post of music director of the San Francisco Symphony in 2020.

In 2019 Gautier Capuçon and his seven-cello ensemble premiered Dessner’s *The Forest,* commissioned by the Fondation Louis Vuitton; the Australian Chamber Orchestra toured with his *Réponse Lutoslawski;* and the Los Angeles Philharmonic and Roomful of Teeth premiered his theater piece *Triptych (Eyes of One on Another),* which integrates Robert Mapplethorpe photographs with the musical score. In New York, The Metropolitan Museum featured the song *Death is Elsewhere* (co-written by Dessner) in one of its first-ever contemporary installations. His latest albums were also released in 2019: *When We Are Inhuman* (a collaborative album involving Dessner, Bonnie “Prince” Billy, and the ensemble Eighth Blackbird); *Tenebre,* an album of his string compositions performed by Ensemble Resonanz; and *El Chan,* which includes his Concerto for Two Pianos played by Katia and Marielle Labèque and the London Philharmonic. That doesn’t count the most recent release from The National, *I Am Easy to Find,* its music composed by Dessner and his brother Aaron; it is accompanied by a film directed by Mike Mills, starring Swedish actress Alicia Vikander.

Dessner is deeply involved in collaborative creations, which include the 2017 ballet *No Tomorrow* (created with artists Ragnar Kjartansson and Margrét Bjarnadóttir), which was awarded Iceland’s Gríman Award. And while this is the first time the New York Philharmonic has performed his music at David Geffen Hall, *Wave Movements* — his collaboration with Richard Reed Parry of the band Arcade Fire — was presented at its new

### In Short

**Born:** April 23, 1976, in Cincinnati, Ohio  
**Resides:** in Paris, France  
**Work composed:** 2016  
**World premiere:** September 24, 2016, at the Philharmonie de Paris, by Ensemble Intercontemporain, Matthias Pintscher, conductor, with the composer as soloist  
**New York Philharmonic premiere:** these performances, which mark the work’s New York Premiere  
**Estimated duration:** ca. 14 minutes
Bryce Dessner’s publisher has provided this comment about Wires:

The focus of the piece is quite literally wires: wires that connect us, wires that make sound, and wires that separate us from one another. Three wired instruments stand in the foreground of this triple chamber concerto: the electric guitar, the harp, and the piano.

Needless to say, electric guitar is not a standard part of the orchestra. In this New York Premiere of Wires, Dessner becomes the first solo artist on electric guitar to appear with the New York Philharmonic in a work written specifically for orchestral forces, not a pop or jazz arrangement. (Wires was premiered in a version for chamber orchestra, but the score allows for expansion of the strings to full orchestral size, as performed here.) Yet it is not a true concerto, but rather a piece that attempts to move the electric guitar out from its typical confines to explore how it can be integrated with its acoustical counterparts. In its review of Dessner’s April 2018 performance of Wires with the Munich Chamber Orchestra, newspaper Münchner Merkur wrote that the composer / performer “emancipates the electric guitar from the noise generator,” demonstrating the “soloistic modulation ability of the guitar. He cleverly combines styles, alienates them, creates new ones. A strong composition with a very strong fortissimo ending.” (For more on Bryce Dessner’s work and influences, see Out on the Wires, page 12.)